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Abstract 

 

In the present work the recovery of sulfuric acid from acid mine drainage by means of 

3-compartment electrodialysis (ED) is evaluated. An effective recovery of sulfuric acid 

free from Fe(III) species was obtained in the anodic compartment as a result of the co-

ion exclusion mechanism in the membranes. The difference in the pH and pSO4
2- values 

between the membrane phase and the external electrolyte promotes the dissociation of 

complex species inside the membranes. This phenomenon impedes the transport of 

Fe(III) and sulfates in the form of complex ions toward the anodic and cathodic 

compartment, respectively. The current efficiency values of the anion-exchange 

membrane at different current densities were approximately constant with time. 

However, the increase in the recovery of acid decreases as the current increases. This 

result is explained by the shift in the equilibrium at the membrane/solution interface as 

more SO4
2- ions cross the anionic membrane and, by the enhancement of the 
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dissociation of water when the limiting current density is exceeded. The main limitation 

of the process is related to an abrupt increase in the cell voltage due to the formation of 

precipitates at the surface of the cation-exchange membrane. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Mining industries represent an important source of metals, as well as an essential 

economic activity for the regions where they are located.  However, the generation of 

acid mine drainage (AMD) entails important environmental problems due to the 

contamination of the surrounding watercourses. AMD is the result of the oxidation of 

sulfide minerals, mainly pyrite (FeS2), when exposed to the combined action of water 

and oxygen. It contains considerable concentrations of Fe(III) and Fe(II) species, 

sulfates and other metals [1]. The hazards associated with these effluents stem from 

their acidic pH values and the toxicological effects of heavy metals on aquatic 

ecosystems [2, 3]. Among the different technologies that could be used to minimize the 

impact of AMD and make the water reuse in other activities possible, ED is selected 

because it is a clean technology entailing several advantages. ED does not imply the 

addition of chemicals, can be operated in continuous mode and allows obtaining 

profitable by-products [4, 5].  

 

In particular, ED can be used to obtain a valuable product, such as sulfuric acid, from 

AMD. The sulfuric acid can be used as resource to offset the costs of treatment and 

make ED technologies more feasible than the typical treatment with limes [6]. However, 

in order to achieve this purpose, the treatment of AMD needs to be investigated 

previously. In ED systems, ion-exchange membranes are used to separate positively and 

negatively charged ions based on the fixed charges of the membranes. In consequence, 

the process of mass transfer through the membranes is accompanied by concentration 

polarization phenomena. The development of concentration gradients can limit the mass 

transfer through the membranes [7]. Moreover, concentration polarization not only 

affects the ionic transfer rates, but also the electrical resistance of membrane systems. 

This implies an important dependence of the current efficiency and the energy 

consumption of ED cells on the applied current. Additionally, other processes, such as 

pH changes, the electrode reactions or the presence of membrane fouling, can also 

converge during ED operations, thus affecting the process performance. Finally, the 
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appropriate choice of the membranes is another important requirement for the treatment 

of industrial wastewaters. In order to improve the reliability of the process, the 

membranes should not degrade in contact with oxidizing or very acidic solutions and 

should be mechanically stable. 

 

Different electro-membrane processes (e.g. bipolar ED, electro-electrodialysis or 

distinct ED configurations) have been effectively used to recover sulfuric acid from 

various industrial wastewaters, such as nuclear decontamination effluents or rinsing 

waters used in metal electrorefining operations [8-10]. However, in the particular case 

of iron-containing AMD solutions, the speciation of iron entails the presence of various 

ionic species of different charge and mobility [1], thus adding a further complexity in 

the interpretation of the mechanisms of ionic transport through ion-exchange 

membranes. In addition, the peculiar transport of protons and the phenomena related to 

the proton leakage through anion-exchange membranes (AEMs) are other 

characteristics which have to be considered when recovering acids by means of electro-

membrane processes. All these factors affect the performance of the ED operations and 

determine to a great extent the purity of the final products. 

 

Therefore, the main objective of this study is to investigate the transport processes 

determining the mass transfer rates and energetic efficiency of ED processes used to 

treat AMD solutions. For this purpose, ion-exchange membranes featured as chemically 

and mechanically resistant are employed at different current densities. In order to 

evaluate the viability of the recovery of sulfuric acid from iron-containing solutions, we 

put special emphasis on the formation of different ionic species. This approach will 

allow us to interpret the different phenomena involved in the mass transport through the 

membranes. Finally, the main benefits and limitations of this technology are identified 

by evaluating the effect of the applied current density on the mass transfer rates and 

energy-related indicators. 
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2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Membranes and reagents 

 
The ion-exchange membranes used in the present study are heterogeneous HDX 

membranes (provided by Hidrodex®). The AEM (HDX 200) contains quaternary amine 

groups attached to the membrane matrix. The cation-exchange membrane (CEM, HDX 

100) is charged with sulfonic acid groups and has a similar morphology to that of HDX 

200. Both membranes have remarkably high ion-exchange capacities, which are 1.8 and 

2.0 mmol·gr-1 for the AEM and the CEM, respectively [11]. The structure of both 

membranes is reinforced with two nylon fabrics with the function of increasing their 

mechanical stability. Prior to conducting the experiments, the membranes were 

equilibrated in the solutions to be used subsequently during at least 24 h. 

 

The composition of AMD varies substantially depending on the source from which 

samples are collected. In a previous study, the composition of different AMD solutions 

obtained from a carboniferous area in Criciúma/SC (Brazil) was elucidated [11]. The 

AMD solution with the highest concentration of sulfates was selected as a basis for the 

present investigation, since the principal aim of this work is the recovery of sulfuric acid 

from AMD. Synthetic solutions with a composition approximate to that of the original 

AMD solution were prepared by mixing 0.02 M Fe2(SO4)3 and 0.01 M Na2SO4 

(Panreac®). The solution to be concentrated in the anodic compartment was prepared 

from H2SO4 (J.T. Baker). Distilled water was used to prepare the synthetic solutions. 

The content of the most concentrated species in the original AMD source is summarized 

in Table 1, together with the concentrations and pH value of the synthetic solutions. 

 

2.2. ED experiments 

 

The principle of the process proposed in this work is shown in Fig. 1. The pilot plant 

used in the experiments consists of an ED cell divided in three compartments with 

recirculation. At the beginning of the experiments, the feed of the central and the 

cathodic compartment simulates the composition of AMD (0.02 M Fe2(SO4)3 and 

0.01 M Na2SO4), and the anodic reservoir contains 0.07 M H2SO4. The streams are 

pumped through the ED cell with a flow rate of 50 L·h-1. Under the application of a 
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constant current, the AEM, placed between the anodic and the central compartment, 

facilitates the transport of SO4
2- ions toward the anode. In addition, H+ ions are 

generated at the anode surface as a product of the water oxidation reaction. As a result, 

the concentration of sulfuric acid increases in this compartment. Simultaneously, the 

central solution becomes depleted of positively charged ions that are transferred through 

the CEM. The ratio between the volume of the central and the side reservoirs was set to 

4:1, so that the increase  in the cell voltage could be limited and the passage of SO4
2- 

ions to the anodic compartment could be ensured during the 10 hours of operation. The 

effective area of the membranes and the electrodes was of 100 cm2. A power supply was 

used to impose the current between anode and cathode.  The anode consisted of a mixed 

metal oxide (RuO2/IrO2: 0.70/0.30) coated sheet of titanium (Magneto special anodes 

B.V., The Netherlands) and a sheet of AISI 304 stainless steel was used as cathode. The 

electrode reactions are given by Eqs. (1)-(5): 

 

Cathode:   OHHeOH 222 22  (1) 

   23 1 FeeFe  (2) 

 02 2 FeeFe    (3) 

 03 3 FeeFe    (4) 

 

Anode:   eHOOH 442 22  (5) 

 

The concentration of sulfates in the different compartments was measured by 

conductometric titration using barium acetate as titrant. The concentration of total iron 

was also measured by atomic absorption spectrometry (Perkin Elmer, Model 

Analyst100) with a lamp current of 5 mA and a wave length of 248.3 nm.  
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3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Speciation of mixtures of ferric and sodium sulfate 

 

The mixture used to conduct the ED galvanostatic experiments, composed of 0.02 M 

Fe2(SO4)3 and 0.01 M Na2SO4, can give rise to the formation of several ionic species in 

solution. The initial concentration of each species and the speciation diagrams of this 

solution were hence calculated in order to take into account the transport of different 

ionic species through the membranes. The formation of complex species of Fe3+ with 

OH- ions is described by Eqs. (6)-(9) [12]: 

 

Fe3+ + OH- ⇄ FeOH2+ 1 = 1011.81 (6) 

Fe3+ + 2OH- ⇄ Fe(OH)2
+ 2 = 1022.3 (7) 

Fe3+ + 3OH- ⇄ Fe(OH)3 3 = 1030 (8) 

Fe3+ + 4OH- ⇄ Fe(OH)4
- 4 = 1034.4 (9) 

 

The complexation of Fe3+ with SO4
2- ions as ligands was also taken into account with 

the Eqs. (10) and (11): 

 

Fe3+ + SO4
2- ⇄ FeSO4

+ ´1 = 104.04 (10) 

Fe3+ + 2SO4
2- ⇄ Fe(SO4)2

- ´2 = 105.38 (11) 

 

Moreover, the formation of precipitates was also considered: 

 

Fe3+ + 3OH- ⇄ Fe(OH)3 (s) Ks(Fe(OH)3) = 10-38.8 (12) 

 

In the case of Na+ ions, the following equilibria were considered: 

 

Na+ + OH- ⇄ NaOH 1 = 10-0.2 (13) 

Na+ + SO4
2- ⇄ NaSO4

- ´1 = 100.7 (14) 

 

Besides, SO4
2- ions can also participate in hydrolysis reactions, which are given by Eq. 

(15) and (16): 
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H2SO4 ⇄ HSO4
- + H+ KH1 = 103 (15) 

HSO4
- ⇄ SO4

2- + H+ KH2 = 10-1.99 (16) 

 

The stability constants of the reactions presented above are defined as follows: 
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In order to calculate the concentrations of each species, the system of equations formed 

by the mass balance of sulfates, Fe(III) species and Na(I) species (Eqs. (21)-(23)) 

together with the proton balance given by Eq. (24) was solved: 

 

[Fe(III)]0 = [Fe3+] + [FeOH2+] + [Fe(OH)2
+] + [Fe(OH)3] + [Fe(OH)4

-] + [FeSO4
+] + 

[Fe(SO4)2
-] (21) 

[Na(I)]0 = [Na+] + [NaOH] + [NaSO4
-] (22) 

[SO4
2-]0 = [SO4

2-] + [FeSO4
+] + 2[Fe(SO4)2

-] + [HSO4
-] + [H2SO4] + [NaSO4

-] (23) 

[H+] = [OH-] + [FeOH2+] + 2[Fe(OH)2
+] + 3[Fe(OH)3] + 4[Fe(OH)4

-] + [NaOH] - 

[HSO4
-] - 2[H2SO4] (24) 

 

According to the previously defined reactions and balances, the concentration of each 

ionic species is presented in Table 2. The principal cationic species in equilibrium 

conditions are FeSO4
+ and Na+ ions, while HSO4

-, SO4
2- and Fe(SO4)2

- are the most 

concentrated anionic species. 
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Moreover, in ED systems the initial equilibrium conditions can vary due to changes 

originated by the membrane selectivity or due to variations in the pH values, especially 

in the diffusion boundary layers formed at the membrane/solution interface and in the 

interstitial membrane solution. In order to take into account these variations, the 

speciation diagram of SO4
2- species as a function of pH was obtained. For this purpose, 

the fraction of sulfates provided by each species present in the solution (i) was 

calculated and is represented as a function of pH in Fig. 2. The displacement of the 

initial conditions toward lower pH values leads to an increase in the relative 

concentration of HSO4
-, while the evolution of free SO4

2- ions and Fe(SO4)2
- ions is the 

opposite. When the pH exceeds values higher than 2.5 the concentration of SO4
2- ions 

becomes predominant. 

 

Following an analogous procedure, the fraction of Fe(III) species was also calculated 

and the speciation diagram of Fe(III) species as a function of pH is shown in Fig. 3(a). 

At pH values around the initial of the solutions (1.68), the concentration of FeSO4
+ ions 

is considerably higher than that of other cations, such as Fe3+ ions. Moreover, it is to be 

noted that the speciation of ionic species changes at a pH of 2.3, which is consequence 

of the formation of precipitates of iron. Likewise, the speciation diagram of Fe(III) 

species as a function of the pSO4
2- is presented in Fig. 3(b), showing a general 

predominance of FeSO4
+ ions at pSO4

2- values close to the initial one.  

 

3.2. Recovery of sulfuric acid 

 

In order to evaluate the recovery of sulfuric acid in the anodic compartment of the ED 

cell, three galvanostatic experiments were carried out at the current densities of 5, 10 

and 15 mA·cm-2. The limiting current densities (ilim) of both membranes were 

determined previously using an experimental setup described in a preceding study [13]. 

The ilim defines the current at which the behavior of the membrane system changes from 

a quasi-ohmic pattern to a behavior in which the ionic transfer is limited by diffusion. 

The ilim values were 15.58 and 6.80 mA·cm-2 for the CEM and AEM, respectively. 

Therefore, depending on each galvanostatic experiment the applied current density can 

correspond to the under- or overlimiting range of currents for each membrane. 
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The experiments lasted for 10 h and the concentration of SO4
2- and H+ ions was 

measured in the central and the anodic compartments. Fig. 4 shows the evolution with 

time of the concentration of sulfates in the anodic and central compartments for the 

three current densities tested. The concentration of sulfates in the anodic compartment 

increased with time for all the currents, independently of the range of applied current. 

Moreover, the transport of SO4
2- ions through the AEM increased with current. For the 

highest current value, the concentration of sulfates at the end of the experiment reached 

3.5 times the initial concentration. On the other hand, the concentration of sulfates 

decreased in the central compartment, as it was expected. However, this decrease was 

small as a consequence of the greater volume of solution in the central reservoir in 

comparison with that of the anodic tank. 

 

According to the data shown in Table 2 and the speciation diagram of Fig. 2, HSO4
-, 

Fe(SO4)2
- and SO4

2- ions should be the species transported through the AEM. In order to 

quantify the contribution of the transport of Fe(SO4)2
- ions, the concentration of iron in 

the anodic compartment was measured at the end of the experiments. The concentration 

of Fe(III) resulted negligible after the 10 h of operation for each applied current density, 

which was unexpected in view of the equilibrium concentrations of Table 2. This 

important finding has a beneficial impact on the recovery of sulfuric acid, since the 

presence of impurities in the final product is thus avoided. 

 

In order to elucidate the mechanism responsible for the rejection of Fe(III) species by 

the AEM, the role of the Donnan exclusion mechanism of co-ions in the membrane 

phase has to be considered. The presence of fixed charges in the membrane matrix 

excludes those ions with the same charge sign from entering inside the membrane 

internal solution. In the case of an AEM, the exclusion of H+ ions from the membrane 

phase increases the equivalent fraction of OH- ions, thus leading to pH values in the 

AEM higher than in the surrounding electrolyte [14]. This phenomenon can have an 

important influence on the mass transport through ion-exchange membranes, especially 

in the case of weak electrolytes, as reported by Pismenskaya et al. in studies dealing 

with the transport of salts of carbonic and phosphoric acids through AEMs [14-16].  

 

In the present case, the increased pH values in the membrane phase originate the 

displacement of the equilibrium conditions from those of the bulk electrolyte. This 
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phenomenon can be illustrated by considering a shift in the pH of the speciation 

diagram of Fig. 2 toward higher pH values. Under these circumstances, the reaction (11) 

is displaced toward the formation of Fe3+ and SO4
2- ions. Once occurred the dissociation 

of Fe(SO4)2
- ions, the resulting SO4

2- ions may cross the membrane toward the anodic 

compartment, whereas Fe3+ ions migrate back to the central compartment owing to the 

influence of the imposed electric field. 

 

Similar to the process occurring with the Fe(SO4)2
- ions, the HSO4

- ions may dissociate 

when reaching the membrane phase, hence supplying SO4
2- and H+ ions to the anodic 

and the central compartment, respectively. Both processes are schematically represented 

in Fig. 5, where the difference between the pH of the membrane and the outer solution 

is indicated. In agreement to our results, other authors investigated the transport of 

sulfuric acid through AEMs and found out that only the SO4
2- ions crossed the 

membranes [17, 18]. The same conclusion was reached in a recent study, where the 

predominant role of the gel phase of AEMs with high ion-exchange capacities was 

suggested to be the reason for the stronger Donnan exclusion of co-ions causing the 

dissociation of HSO4
- ions [19].  However, in contrast to the advantages of the rejection 

of Fe(III) species by the AEM, the dissociation of HSO4
- ions in the membrane phase 

reduces the efficiency of the recovery of sulfuric acid. First, the transport of each free 

SO4
2- ion through the AEM implies the transfer of two equivalents instead of one, which 

would be the case for HSO4
- ions. In addition, the transport of HSO4

- ions through the 

AEM would contribute to a further increase in the acidity of the anodic compartment. 

 

Regarding the increase in the concentration of protons in the anodic compartment, the 

acidity was measured at the conclusion of the experiments by means of titration against 

0.5 M NaOH using phenolphthalein as indicator. In addition, the evolution of pH with 

time was also measured in the different compartments. The final acidity, presented in 

Fig. 6(a), shows a progressive increase with the current density, as occurs with the 

concentration of sulfates. The concentrating ratio of sulfuric acid was calculated from 

the quotient between the initial and final acidity values, resulting in 2.64, 3.36 and 4.00 

for 5, 10 and 15 mA·cm-2, respectively. Therefore, the increment in the acidity for the 

same current increase diminishes in the case of 10 mA·cm-2 and 15 mA·cm-2. If we 

assume that the efficiencies in the anodic reaction are constant for all the currents, the 

following phenomena could explain these differences: 
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(i) The water splitting process can be enhanced when surpassing the ilim of the 

membranes, especially in the case of AEMs [20]. The OH- ions generated 

would be transferred to the anodic compartment, thus partially compensating 

the increase in acidity associated with the water oxidation reaction. 

(ii) The transport mechanism of SO4
2- ions through the AEM involves the 

hydrolysis of each free SO4
2- ion reaching the anodic compartment in order 

to give a HSO4
- ion. This reaction is favored by the pH change from the 

membrane phase to the more acidic conditions of the anodic chamber (pH < 

1). 

(iii) The proton leakage through the membrane would also imply a transfer of H+ 

ions from the anodic to the central compartment. This phenomenon is based 

on the exchange of H+ ions between successive water molecules, either by a 

proton hopping mechanism (Grotthus mechanism) or by a succession of 

molecular rotations of the H2O dipoles (Bjerrum fault mechanism) [21]. 

 

Further research would be necessary to discern which of those phenomena is the most 

relevant. However, the enhancement of the water splitting reaction when the current 

exceeds the ilim of the AEM seems a consistent reason for the reduced increments in 

acidity observed for 10 and 15 mA·cm-2. Moreover, the rate of catalytic dissociation of 

water in ion-exchange membranes is expected to increase with current and is favored by 

the presence of weak electrolytes, as has been indicated in previous studies [22]. 

 

The increased flux of SO4
2- ions through the membrane with increasing current densities 

is also consistent with the limited increase in the concentrating ratios of sulfuric acid 

obtained for 10 and 15 mA·cm-2, since the SO4
2- ions reaching the anodic chamber 

consume protons to form HSO4
- ions. In this regard, Lorrain et al. observed that the 

proton leakage through AEMs in the case of H2SO4 solutions was significantly higher 

than for HCl solutions [17]. Considering the different pH in each compartment with 

respect to that of the membrane phase, this effect may be caused by the readjustment in 

the equilibrium conditions at both membrane/solution interfaces as SO4
2- ions are 

transported through the membrane. Therefore, the apparent higher proton leakage 

observed with H2SO4 solutions could be associated with the involvement of H+ ions in 

opposite hydrolysis reactions at each side of the membrane, rather than with a true 

increase in the amount of H+ ions crossing the membrane. Specifically, each HSO4
- ion 
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dissociated in the membrane phase releases one proton toward the diluting compartment 

(direct sense of the reaction of Eq.(16)). On the other hand, as SO4
2- ions cross the 

membrane and reach the anodic membrane/solution interface, the reverse reaction of 

Eq.(16) is favored due to the pH difference, thus consuming free H+ ions from the 

anodic compartment.   

 

Finally, the effect of current density on the magnitude of the proton leakage through the 

membrane is not as clear as with the other two phenomena. This process is associated 

with the water content inside the internal pore solution of the AEM. With reference to 

this effect, Huang et al. observed a decrease in the current efficiency for the recovery of 

sulfuric acid with decreasing the applied current and attributed this result to the greater 

water transport occurring at low current densities [23]. 

 

Regarding the pH values, Fig. 6(b) shows the evolution of pH with time in the three 

compartments for the experimental conditions of 10 mA·cm-2. A significant decrease in 

the pH of the anolyte occurred as a consequence of the electrode reaction, which 

contributes to increase the concentration of sulfuric acid. In the central and the cathodic 

compartment, the pH values remained almost constant. In the case of the cathodic 

reservoir, the moderate variations in pH could be explained as a consequence of the 

compensation between the H+ ions transported through the CEM and the OH- ions 

generated at the cathode surface as a product of the reduction of water (Eq. (1)). The 

slight variations of pH in the central compartment are justified by the greater volume of 

this reservoir. The pH results obtained for the other current densities (not shown) are 

analogous. 

 

3.3. Transport of iron through the CEM 

 

The concentration of total iron was measured in the central and cathodic compartments 

in order to analyze the transport of Fe(III) through the CEM and elucidate its influence 

on the overall performance of the ED cell. Fig. 7 shows the evolution with time of the 

concentration of iron in the cathodic compartment. It must be noted, that the evolution 

of Fe(III) in the central compartment (not shown) was similar to that of SO4
2- ions, with 

a very slow decrease in the concentration due to the greater volume of the central 

reservoir. The final concentrations of Fe(III) in the central compartment were 0.028, 
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0.022 and 0.022 M for 5, 10 and 15 mA·cm-2, respectively.  In the cathodic 

compartment, the concentration of iron shows two different trends for all the applied 

currents. At the beginning of the experiments the concentration of iron increased in the 

cathodic compartment due to the ionic transport occurring through the CEM. However, 

after a certain time the concentration of iron diminished and reached a final 

concentration lower than the initial one. This decrease was more pronounced with 

increasing current densities.  

 

The changing trend observed in the evolution of iron with time can be explained as a 

result of the difference between the rate of transport of Fe(III) through the CEM and the 

rate of reduction of iron at the surface of the cathode (Eqs. (3) and (4)).  It seems that 

the efficiency of the reduction of iron is low at the beginning of the experiments, which 

is usually related to the activation of the electrodes [24]. Once the surface of the 

electrodes is active for the deposition of iron, this reaction occurs faster than the 

transport of Fe(III) through the membrane, thus leading to a decrease in the 

concentration of iron with time. This difference may be incremented by the competitive 

transport of Na+ ions through the CEM. In addition, we can observe that the time delay 

related to the activation of the electrode diminishes as the applied current increases. 

 

It should be noted that the concentration of iron in the central compartment at the end of 

the experiments was the same for 10 and 15 mA·cm-2. This result is related to the 

formation of Fe(OH)3 precipitates at the anodic surface of the CEM as a result of 

surpassing the ilim of the CEM during the course of the experiment conducted at 15 

mA·cm-2. It is known that the ilim value of an ion-exchange membrane is directly 

proportional to the concentration of counter-ions in the electrolyte [25]. Therefore, as 

the concentration in the depleting compartment decreases, the ilim of the CEM could 

diminish up to the point of reaching the same value as the applied current [24]. At this 

moment, the formation of Fe(OH)3 precipitates at the anodic surface of a cationic 

membrane can be enhanced, thus acting as a blocking mechanism for the ionic transfer 

through the membrane [26,27]. The precipitates formed under the conditions of 15 

mA·cm-2 were observed at the anodic side of the CEM at the end of the experiments.  

Other consequences of the fouling of the membranes are related to the energy 

consumption of the ED cell, which are discussed below in section 3.4. 
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Finally, the concentration of sulfates in the cathodic compartment was measured at the 

end of the experiments. The measurements revealed that the concentration of sulfates 

remained unchanged with time. Analogously as occurred with the AEM, the Donnan 

co-ion exclusion in the membrane phase seems to affect the ionic species transported 

through the CEM. However, in this case the co-ions excluded from the membrane phase 

should be the OH- and SO4
2- ions. In consequence, inside the membrane phase the pH 

may decrease significantly with respect to that of the outer solution, whereas the pSO4
2- 

should reach very high values. Taking into account the diagrams shown in Fig. 3, the 

reaction of Eq. (10) would be displaced in the reverse sense. Hence, the FeSO4
+ ions 

entering the membrane would dissociate giving Fe3+ and SO4
2- ions as products. The 

former would cross the membrane, but the latter would migrate back to the central 

compartment. Fig. 8 shows a schematic representation of the dissociation of FeSO4
+ 

ions taking place inside the CEM. This mechanism of exclusion of SO4
2- ions inside the 

CEM has a positive effect on the process of sulfuric acid recovery, since it impedes a 

greater decrease in the concentration of sulfates in the central compartment and allows 

the supply of more SO4
2- ions to the AEM. Moreover, these results are in agreement 

with our previous study, where the dissociation of sulfate complexes of Cr(III) and 

Fe(III) inside a CEM was proven by means of chronopotentiometric measurements [26]. 

 

3.4. Current efficiency and specific energy consumption 

 

In order to evaluate the viability of the proposed configuration, the energy-related 

indicators of the ED cell have to be taken into account. For this purpose, the current 

efficiency (), which relates the current used for the passage of SO4
2- ions through the 

AEM to the total imposed current, was considered. The current efficiency for the 

transport of SO4
2- ions through the AEM is given by Eq. (25):  

 

 
100

)0()(
)(

0





 dtI

CtCVFn
t

t
  (25) 

 

where n, F, V and I are the number of equivalents per mole, the Faraday’s constant, the 

volume of the anodic reservoir and the applied current, respectively. C(0) and C(t) 

represent the concentration of SO4
2- ions in the anodic compartment at the beginning of 
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the experiments and at a specific time t, respectively. In addition, the specific energy 

consumption per each kg of SO4
2- ions recovered in the anolyte (Es) was also calculated 

using Eq.(26).  
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t

C
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 (26) 

 

UC represents the cell voltage measured between anode and cathode and M the 

molecular weight of the SO4
2- ions.  

 

The evolution of the current efficiency with time is presented in Fig. 9.  values 

oscillate around 60% and remained almost constant during the ED process for all the 

applied currents. This implies that more than half of the imposed current density was 

employed to transfer SO4
2- ions through the AEM and, this current was thus effectively 

used to recover the sulfuric acid. Moreover, there is no substantial difference associated 

with the changes in the applied current, which seems to indicate that SO4
2- ions are 

effectively transported through the membrane at both the underlimiting and overlimiting 

range of currents. The slow decrease in the concentration of sulfates in the central 

reservoir ensures a constant supply of ions to the membrane surface and, was probably 

the reason for the constant evolution of  values during the course of the ED process. 

Moreover, as indicated above, the mechanism by which the FeSO4
+ ions dissociate 

when reaching the membrane phase and release free SO4
2- ions toward the central 

compartment contributes to these results. The current which is not associated with the 

transport of SO4
2- ions through the AEM could be related to energy losses, the transport 

of other ions (such as OH- ions), the proton leakage through the AEM or due to the 

presence of non-conducting regions in the membrane [28, 29]. 

 

The results of current efficiency of Fig. 9 are similar to those obtained by Huang et al. 

[29], where a maximum in current efficiency for the recovery of sulfuric acid was 

achieved at intermediate current densities. The decrease in  at low current densities 

was attributed to the predominant role of the water transport through the membrane. The 

magnitude of the water transport with respect to the migration of SO4
2- ions probably 

diminishes with the increase in current. In addition to this effect, the supply of ions 
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toward the membrane surface can also be improved at overlimiting currents due to the 

generation of hydrodynamic instabilities in the diffusion boundary layer [30]. Finally, 

when the current exceeds significantly the ilim value (15 mA·cm-2), the scarcity of 

counter-ions in the diluting membrane/solution interface becomes more severe and the 

phenomenon of water splitting may be intensified. 

 

The evolution of ES with time is shown in Fig. 10. ES was almost constant with time for 

all the applied currents. However, there is a notorious difference based on the applied 

current. The increase in the values of ES is moderate when increasing from 5 to 

10 mA·cm-2, which can be originated by concentration polarization effects related to 

surpassing the ilim of the AEM. The high volume ratio (4:1) between the volumes of the 

central and side reservoirs may impede a drastic decrease in the conductivity of the 

depleting compartment. Therefore, this parameter plays a significant role, because it 

implied very slight changes in the cell voltage during the course of the experiments. 

 

On the contrary, under an imposed current of 15 mA·cm-2, the specific energy 

consumption increased drastically to values around 20 kW·h·kg-1. As mentioned 

previously, precipitates of iron were observed at the anodic surface of the CEM at the 

end of this experiment. The final state of the membranes is shown in Fig. 11, where red 

precipitates are clearly observed on the effective area of the cationic membrane. The 

applied current density of 15 mA·cm-2 is very close to the ilim of the CEM. Therefore, 

the ilim of the CEM was probably decreasing as the depletion of ions occurred in the 

central compartment until it reached, at a certain time, the value of 15 mA·cm-2. After 

reaching this value, the formation of precipitates could have started, hence increasing 

the voltage drop associated with the CEM. In addition to these results, it has to be noted 

that the limits of cell voltage of the power supply were reached after the 5 h of 

operation, which impeded conducting the experiment under galvanostatic conditions 

during the rest of the experiment. We can therefore conclude that the processes taking 

place near the CEM could limit the overall performance of the ED operation by 

increasing the energy consumption in the cell, even though obtaining remarkable rates 

of recovery of sulfuric acid. In this regard, the characteristics of the CEM should be 

carefully studied when optimizing the operating conditions for the treatment of AMD 

by ED. On the other hand, the anionic membrane was not damaged despite the fact that 
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the applied current density exceeded considerably the ilim corresponding to this 

membrane (see Fig. 11(b)).     
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4. Conclusions 

 

The obtained results have proven that the recovery of sulfuric acid from AMD can be 

achieved by means of an ED cell. Significant increases in the sulfuric acid concentration 

were obtained with the proposed scheme consisting of a three-compartment ED cell 

with CEM and AEM. Moreover, the removal of Fe(III) ions from AMD can be 

performed simultaneously. 

 

The determination of the concentration of sulfates and iron in the different 

compartments, together with the consideration of the speciation diagrams of mixtures of 

ferric and sodium sulfates allowed us to identify the phenomenon that ensures the 

recovery of sulfuric acid free of Fe(III) impurities. This phenomenon consists in the 

dissociation of complex ionic species occurring inside the internal phase of the 

membranes. Specifically, the high pH values prevailing inside the gel phase of the AEM 

promote the dissociation of the Fe(SO4)2
- ions into Fe3+ and SO4

2- ions, being the former 

expelled back to the central compartment. In the case of the CEM, the co-ion exclusion 

mechanism inside the membrane phase leads to pH values lower and pSO4
2- values 

higher than in the outer solution. This change promotes the dissociation of FeSO4
+ ions. 

The resulting SO4
2- ions return back to the central compartment and can be transported 

subsequently through the AEM. 

 

The energy efficiency of the sulfate transport through the AEM has been evaluated by 

means of calculating the  and ES values, and the stationarity of both indicators is 

evidence of the reliability of the process. The volume ratio between the different 

compartments of the ED cell exerts a key role in the energy consumed during the 

treatment of AMD. The increase in the applied current density led to an increase in the 

concentrating ratio of sulfuric acid, which reached the value of 4.00 for 15 mA·cm-2. 

However, the increase in the concentrating ratio was not proportional to the increments 

in current density. This may be explained by the increased dissociation of water in the 

AEM when its ilim value is surpassed and the subsequent transport of OH- ions through 

the AEM. In addition, the dissociation of HSO4
- ions in the AEM and the involvement 

of the SO4
2- ions crossing the AEM in hydrolysis reactions in the anodic compartment 

contribute also to this effect. Finally, the formation of precipitates on the CEM is a 
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phenomenon to be prevented because it increases the cell voltage, thus increasing the 

energy requirements for the process. 
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Table 1. Composition of the original source of AMD and the synthetic solutions used in the ED 

experiments. 

 

Solution Fe(III) (mol·L-1) Na(I) (mol·L-1) SO4
2- (mol·L-1) pH 

AMD source 0.037 0.017 0.082 2.48 

Synthetic solution: 

0.02 M Fe2(SO4)3 + 

0.01 M Na2SO4 

0.040 0.020 0.070 1.68 
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Table 2. Concentration in mol·L-1 of the species present in mixtures of 0.02 M Fe2(SO4)3 and 

0.01 M Na2SO4 in equilibrium conditions. 

 

pH Fe3+ FeSO4
+ Fe(SO4)2

- FeOH2+ Fe(OH)2
+ Na+ NaSO4

- SO4
2- HSO4

- 

1.68 3.90x10-4 3.37x10-2 5.80x10-3 1.21x10-4 1.78x10-6 1.92x10-2 7.59x10-4 7.87x10-3 1.61x10-2 
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the ED cell used in the experiments for the recovery of sulfuric acid 

from AMD solutions. 
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Fig. 4. Evolution with time of the concentration of SO4
2- ions in the anodic and central 

compartments for the different applied current densities.  
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Fig. 5. Dissociation of Fe(SO4)2
- ions in the interstitial solution of an AEM originated by the 

Donnan exclusion of H+ ions and the increased pH inside the membrane gel phase.
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Fig. 7. Evolution with time of the concentration of iron in the cathodic compartment for 

different applied current densities. 
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Fig. 8. Mechanism of dissociation of FeSO4
+ ions inside a CEM as a consequence of the low pH 

value in the membrane gel phase if compared with that of the outer solution. 
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the current efficiency for the passage of SO4
2- ions through the 

AEM under the imposition of different values of current density. 
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the specific energy consumption for the passage of SO4
2- ions through the 

AEM under the imposition of different values of current density. 
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 (b) 

Fig. 11. Pictures of the ion-exchange membranes obtained after the experiment conducted with 

the imposition of a current density of 15 mA·cm-2. (a) HDX 100 CEM and (b) HDX 200 AEM. 
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